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Research on extraction from coordinate structures has converged on two opposing
positions concerning the relationship between across-the-board extraction like (1a)
and asymmetric extraction like (1b).

(1) a. What did you [[buy ] and [read ]]?
b. What did you [[go to the store] and [buy ]]?

The classical assumption has been that ATB-extraction is the central phenomenon in
need of explanation, with asymmetrical extraction more marginal. Recently, the opposite
position seems to be gaining traction, partly because of the success of recent approaches
to ATB-extraction like Citko (2005).

In this talk, standing on the shoulders of Postal (1998) and Reich (2009), I argue for
a simple theory of asymmetric extraction from coordinate structures, based on just two
main claims:

Claim A. Noninitial conjuncts are adjoined to initial conjuncts (Munn 1993)

Claim B. In some languages, adjuncts are weak islands for extraction; in others, they
are strong islands. (Postal 1998, Truswell 2011)

I show that these two claims, bolstered by sensible semantic and information-structural
considerations, offer a systematic account of a very wide range of patterns of extraction
from coordinate structures, to my knowledge never all considered together before. These
include the following (references to original sources omitted for lack of space):

Free extraction of, or from, initial conjuncts There are no specific restrictions
on the categories that can be extracted from initial conjuncts (2a). Initial conjuncts
themselves can be extracted (2b). Often, in SLF-coordinations and nominal ‘odd
coordinations’ (2c) there is no clear interpretive asymmetry triggered by extraction from
the first conjunct.

(2) a. How much can you [[drink ] and [still stay sober]]?
b. ?Knjige

books
je
is

Marko
Marko

[ i
and

filmove]
films

kupio
bought

‘Marko bought books and films.’ (Serbo-Croatian)
c. Äpfel habe ich [[zwei ] und [drei Bananen]].

Extraction from noninitial conjuncts patterns with extraction from adjuncts For
example, both are good in English (3); both are bad in German (4a–b), though German
does allow extraction from initial conjuncts (4c).

(3) a. What did you [come here [to talk about ]]?
b. What will you [[go to the store] and [buy ]]?

(4) a. *Was bist du [hierher gekommen, [um darüber zu sprechen]]?



b. *Was wirst du [[zum Laden gehen] und [ kaufen]]?
c. Wie viel kannst du [[ trinken] und [trotzdem noch nüchtern bleiben]]?

No direct effect of coherence relation It is common to see claims, following Lakoff
(1986), that different interpretations of the discourse relation between conjuncts license
different asymmetric extraction patterns. Lakoff described three such correlations;
Kehler (2002) included ATB-extraction with RESEMBLANCE relations as a fourth. In
(5b) and (5c), extraction is from the initial conjunct; in (5a), it is from all foregrounded
conjuncts, necessarily including the final conjunct.

(5) a. What did you [[go to the store] and [buy ]]? OCCASION
b. How much can you [[drink ] and [stay sober]]? VIOLATED EXP.
c. What do people [[eat here] and [get sick]]? CAUSE–EFFECT

But discourse relation isn’t a direct predictor of extraction pattern in these cases. On
the one hand, a CAUSE–EFFECT relation entails OCCASION, but the gap sites in (5a,c)
are incommensurate. On the other, I show that a better explanation of the VIOLATED
EXPECTATION pattern refers not directly to coherence relations, but to the scope-based
treatment of extraction patterns in Szabolcsi & Zwarts (1993).

Summary Overall, the analysis in this talk normalizes extraction from coordinate
structures. It takes a simple syntax and shows that the simple predictions it makes are at
least as accurate as the sometimes bewilderingly diverse range of specific asymmetric
patterns documented in the literature. The major casualty is the CSC, and ATB-exception,
which don’t feature in the final analysis.
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